
A Neophyte Receiver Project
From QST, February, 1988. Like over 30 Years ago!  Doccument created January 19th, 2018

This is the origional circuit pretty much as published, except that the antenna system is isolated from 
the circuit ground, and the frequency determining parallel resonant tank circuit has been modified to 
add a 1N4001 silicon diode as a voltage variable capacitor for fine tuning.

 Fine Tune Input Power +5V to +8V
  
 Antenna Input Earphone Jack or
Antenna Ground 8 Ohm Speaker

Speaker Ground
   Spare Ground  Power Ground

This is the circuit board artwork from which PC Boards are born. It is reproduced at actual size, 3.25 
inches long and about 1.5 inches wide.  For reference, the IC pins are exactly 0.1 inch, or 2.54mm 
apart.

For the 80M band
Two identical toroids were wound for the 80m band with 37 turns of #24 enamelled wire on T50-2 
cores, (using about 28 inches to just fill the cores) giving 6.4 microHenrys. Resonance at 3.60 MHz 
requires a total of 305pF.  Both tank circuits are tuned to the same frequency.

The antenna tuned circuit has a 80pF trimmer (large Red) capacitor on board, and an additional 225pF 
is required.  This is made up by two fixed capacitors, a 100pF and a 120pF disk ceramic.  Small 
amounts of drift in the antenna circuit does not effect performance.

The antenna tuned circuit toroid has a primary winding, made up of five (5) turns of the same 24 AWG 
enamelled wire, and connected to the appropriate pads.  As the circuit is isolated from antenna ground, 



hum and buzz from ground loops in the direct conversion receiver are much less likely.  This makes 
using a small power supply a great option.

The frequency setting Tank circuit may be realized in a number of ways. so long as stable capacitors 
are used to mimimize drift.  The 6.4 microHenry torroid requires about 305pF to resonate at 3.600 
MHz.  The NE602 oscillator circuit uses the Colpitts configuration, and the series voltage divider 
combination of 330pF and 330pF with the coupling capacitor of 120pF contributes 69.5pF to the 
overall Tank capacitance, so the fixed and variable caps need to supply the remaining 235.5pF.  

In my prototype circuit I used a military grade 25pF ceramic variable and a 210pF silver mica capacitor
(a hand picked 220pF SM cap) in parallel for the Tank circuit.  This gave a tuning range of 3.494 kHz 
to 3.632 MHz.

On 40M
For the 40m band, which covers 7.00 MHz to 7.30 MHz, I wound two identical 3.4 microHenry 
toroids, using 26 turns of enamelled 24 AWG copper wire (about 21 inches long) on two more T50-2 
toroid cores. The windings are evenly spaced around the core. Compressing the turns will increase 
inductance and lower the operating frequency, which might be handy to remember when trying adjust 
tuning range.

The Colpitts series voltage divider uses two 150pF silver mica caps in place of the 330pF caps, and the 
120pF coupling capacitor is replaced with a 68pF silver mica, which all looks to the tuned circuit like a 
total of 36pF.

A total of 152pF is required to resonate a 3.4uH coil to 7MHz.  We already have 36pF, so require an 
additional 116pF, made up of a 50pF trimmer (small yellow), a parallel 56pF silver mica, and the 
capacitance contributed by the reverse biased 1N4001 diode.

I leave it as an excercise for the student to figure out how much fixed capacitance is required in the 
antenna circuit.  The primary winding should be three turns.

Enjoy.

Dave McCarter
VE3GSO


